The “Match Made In Heaven” Bonus Package
A perfect pairing for the perfect couple, our “Match Made In Heaven” package offers the total experience and makes all the stops for the couple. Two
Coastal Cruisers classic and antique vehicles will be made available to the
bride and groom the morning of their special day. The bride and groom will
have the freedom and relaxation of knowing that they will have their own
personal driver available to them. The two vehicles will deliver the bride
and groom to their ceremony location. The couple will unite in holy matrimony and then ride to their reception in the Coastal Cruisers vehicle of
their choice. After their reception, the couple will make a grand departure in
the chauffeured vehicle to their final- destination.
$175 per hour for 10 hours
2nd Vehicle 1/2 OFF
The “To The Moon and Back” Package
A treat indeed! This package offers a grand experience of riding in style for
the bride or groom. A Coastal Cruisers driver will be available whether it is
to take the bride and her bridal party to get their hair and nails done or to
take the groom and his groomsmen to pick up tuxedos. This full day package begins the morning of their event to the departure of the bride and
groom from their reception.

$175 per hour for 10 hours of service
The “Grand Affair” Package
The bride or groom will arrive to their “grand affair” in the back of a chauffeured classic or antique vehicle. After tying the knot, the couple will be
chauffeured from their ceremony location to the reception. When the couple
is ready to depart, their Coastal Cruisers personal driver will pick them up
so that they can ride off in style.
$175 per hour for 8 hours of services

The “From This Day Forward” Package
Bride and groom will be picked up by a Coastal Cruisers chauffeur
following their ceremony and delivered to their reception. When the couple
is ready to turn in for the night, they will be whisked off into the sunset in
the back of a classic or antique
vehicle leaving their guests in shock and awe of a beautiful
celebration.
$175 per hour for 5 hours of service
The “Get Away” Package
Bride and groom will have the perfect “Get Away” when they book
this package. A personal chauffeur will wait for the
couple’s departure time at which point the couple will have a
fantastic photo opportunity. Guests will be privileged to participate in the
departure of the lovely couple.
$400 for 2 hours of service
Custom Packages
No two couples are alike and Coastal Cruisers knows this as well as anyone. We are gladly able to create custom packages for any couple. All
packages must meet the 2 hour minimum required. Our representatives are
happy to assist you in planning your perfect chauffeur experience.

